The Procedure of Obtaining visa to the RA
Foreigners

Foreign citizens as well as holders of travel documents who can obtain Armenian
visa only at the diplomatic representations and consular offices of the RA

Foreigners, who have the right to be in
Armenia under visa-free regime
Can stay in Armenia for a period not exceeding 180
days, if no other term is defined by the international
agreements of the Republic of Armenia

Only upon invitation

Without invitation as well

Citizens of the following countries`

Foreigners, who can obtain Armenian
visa
both
at
the
diplomatic
representations and consular offices
and border-crossing control points of
the RA

Afghanistan, Nigeria,
Bangladesh, Pakistan,
Cameroon, Palestine, Somali,
Sri Lanka, Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, India, Sudan, Iraq,
Syria, Niger, Vietnam, Nepal,
Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Sierra
Leone, Algeria, Morocco,
Libya, Mauritania, Tunisia

China
Egypt
India
Syria
foreign citizens of Armenian descent
Close relatives with Armenian origin of the citizens of the RA and foreign citizens of Armenian
descent
foreign citizens who hold diplomatic and service (official, special) passports
members of foreign official delegations
foreign citizens who work at international organisations that have diplomatic status
foreign citizens whose activities improve economic ties between Armenia and foreign country

Annex 1

Annex 1
can apply to the border-crossing control points of the Passport and

a division of the Passport and Visa Department of the Polive of

Visa Department of the Police of the RA to obtain visa

the RA

Visitor’s visa

Transit visa

For duration of up to

For duration of

For single entry with

120 days /state duty`
15000 AMD/

up to 21 days

maximum stay of 3 days

/state duty`
3000 AMD/

and possibility to extend to

Visitor’s visa

Extension of the visa up to

Multiple transit

60 days /for each extended
day` 500 AMD/

visa with validity
duty` 18000
AMD/

4 days /state duty` 10000
AMD/

Multiple visa

Annotations:

Duty privileges with connection to the procedure of obtaining Armenian visa are defined
in the Article 26 of the Law on “State Duty” of 27.12.1997.

of one year /state

For duration of up to
120 days and with
validity of one year
/state duty` 40000 AMD/

For duration of 60 days
and with validity of 6
months /state duty` 20000
AMD/

